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Unleash the potential of collaboration in your enterprise with Hallwaze

Enterprises always look for ways to help employees collaborate with each 

other more effectively for better communication that leads to faster and 

higher quality work.

Hallwaze is a simple and user friendly, secured Enterprise Social Network 

that brings people, information and ideas together on a single platform, so 

that you can access information, anywhere, anytime.

OPEN UP A NEW 
WORLD OF 
CONNECTIVITY
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DASHBOARD FOR EXECUTIVES 
keep tabs on multiple departments, branches, 
locations, functions and projects

HR ENGAGEMENT TOOL 
Engage employees; discover multi-dimensional 
talent & map them to key opportunities

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT TOOL KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT TOOL 
Automate aggregation of content; get updates 
and find info with a click

RECOMMENDATION ENGINE 
Connect people, process and technology 
based on 'what' rather than 'who'

PROJECT COLLABORATION
Enable teams to interact with fEnable teams to interact with free flowing exchange of 
ideas; work on documents collectively; 
manage tasks & events

WHY SHOULD YOU USE HALLWAZE?

HALLWAZE FOR YOUR ENTERPRISE

Here is the solution to 
your problem!

Congratulations 
on your promotion.

Watch out this video.
Here is the attachment!

Can someone help on this?

We have a new client 
on board.

I have an Idea?



How will Hallwaze enable your people to work smartly? 

EMPOWER EMPLOYEES TO COMMUNICATE 
AND SHARE SOCIALLY

Express a thought, shout out an announcement.
Post and update whatever you like.
Like, comment or share posts of your colleagues
Make yourself visible and connect with your 
colleagues, peers and seniors easily

EMBRACE THE BEAUTY OF COMPOUNDING 

#tag Topics and create mini-wikis
Do focused collaboration in Groups
Share files and collaborate while maintaining version 

BUILD RELEVANT CONNECTIONS 

Get automated recommendations based on profile & 
interests
Individual’s skills revealed through iProfiling
Instantly see activity, people, full-text, files and 
documents through Powerful Search

STAY CONNECTED AND SYNCED

Stay connected, no matter wherever 
you are!  
Integrate with your email client to 
stay in sync

Jessica Zhou 3 days ago

shared in enterprise

Henrdon office party 2.JPG

Henrdon office party 3.JPG

Henrdon office party 1.JPG

1.28 MB

1.08 MB

1.48 MB

To appreciate all the hard work, Xavient has organized a party on Friday night 
for all employees of Herndon office . PS. Welcome our new team members.
 #teambuilding @Shurabh Rastogi @vinod yadav @sahil bucha 
@Satya Makkapati and @michel a. ghazi !

Attachments(3)

Shweta Singh9 months ago

wasi UZ. zaman #suggestions it will be great if Visual effect can be 
added to take a tour of trickle @Hallwaze Demo@Halwaze

#suggestions
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Activity stream

Pinned droplets

Group Requests (3)

Update Poll Droplet Event Task
Namrata Goel wants to join 
Human Resource

Jitendra Kumar Yadav requested 
you to join Thinking Innovation

Sumit Jamwal wantto join 
HR Collaboration
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Simple and easy to get started. Just get Up and 

Go! No ‘streams’ of confusion.

Want the platform to state your Brand? 

Possible! Customize Streams, color, 

url or theme.

Data Encryption - All on-wire data is transmitted 

in encrypted form on Hallwaze with SSL 3.0. 

At-rest data is encrypted using AES-128 for 

additional security.

Hallwaze supports user authentication against 

existing enterprise mechanism like Sigle-Sign-On existing enterprise mechanism like Sigle-Sign-On 

(SAML, Oauth2) or Active Directory (LDAP) 

authentication – allowing enterprise to control 

user access from one-place

Simple REST APIs to pull updates from any 

Enterprise App HRMS, Exchange, etc.)

Import content from public social channels
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About Hallwaze
In today’s competitive world, innovation and collaboration are fundamental to success. Hallwaze fuels innovation 

and triggers 360 degree collaboration in your enterprise. Hallwaze is an Enterprise Social Networking platform 

that enables enterprises to unlock the human capital and induce a collaborative culture. It facilitates better 

communicationcommunication that leads to faster and higher quality work, which drives employee productivity. Hallwaze offers a 

unique set of features such as intelligent profiling, content feed, recommendations, content integration with other 

social networks that makes it a different product to consider among many ESNs available in the market today. It 

is well equipped with other features such as micro-blogging, creating groups, communities, broadcast updates, 

creating an event, content sharing, group collaboration, document collaboration, alerts to the desired groups 

privatelyprivately protecting privacy of the messages and m any more. This platform is optimized for extended use on web 

and mobile. Hallwaze is available in different business and deployment models that best suits your enterprise with 

competitive pricing and licensing plans.

www.hallwaze.com

/company/hallwaze @hallwaze hallwaze.com/hallwazeblog/hallwaze

Email: contact@hallwaze.com


